Lord of Shadows
Chapters 21-29
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6 Jamie’s nickname for Cristina
7 The Riders call Kieran this
10 Jessamine says that Kit is a ‘true ________’
15 Emma kills this rider with Cortana
16 Diana traveled to this country and met Catarina
22 Cristina says dancing with Kieran is like dancing with this
24 Jamie left his ____ under Dru’s bed
26 Riders of Manna are also knows as the King’s _____
29 No one likes meetings, but this person
30 Magnus tells Julian to look up the story of Silas Pangborn and ________
33 Emma says the Riders haven’t found a sense of _____
34 Chapter 29 title
35 Emma wants this person at the exile ceremony
38 Johnny Rook would rather Kit become this than a Shadowhunter
39 Kieran tells Cristina that Mark needs this, and so does he
41 The blight in the woods in only one mile from this manor
42 Dru met a boy her age in Faerie called ____
43 Chapter 27 title
46 Julian tells Dru she is the ____ of the family
49 The Council Hall has this with ‘Ultima Thule’ written on it
50 Kieran asks Adaon if he knows how to undo this kind of spell
51 These kind of books had been inscribed with favorite lines by James Herondale
52 Julian says that their souls are made from the dust of the same _____
55 A king of Faerie can have no human ____
56 Kidnaps Annabel from the Council Hall
58 Cristina ______ Jamie when she first saw him
59 Julian promises Annabel that this person will always be with her
65 Emma says she will go here with Cristina while she is exiled
66 Chapter 23 title
68 Knew the truth about Diana
70 Magnus uses Kit, Ty, and Livvy’s clothes to ______ them
72 Annabel claims the Black Volume is her property because she is this
73 This person is also sick, along with Magnus
75 Magnus had to give a lecture to Tavvy, Rafe and Max called ‘Do not tease
______’
77 Was afraid of Julian
78 Ty finally agrees to become this for Livvy
82 Ty calls Emma the Blackthorn’s extra _______
86 The faerie boy Dru’s age has this color of eyes
87 Cristina does not want Mark’s love unless it comes ______
88 UnSeelie King has wanted the Black Volume since this was stolen
89 Jia says the blight sounds like the work of _______
90 Jamie had been hiding to avoid this person
91 Annabel had never seen this before
93 Ty says that the Scholomance appears to be full of these
95 Deadens the powers of the parabatai bond
96 Diego admits he mistakenly trusted this person
98 Kieran hates being in the city because of all the col ____
99 UnSeelie King took these from Kieran
100The Riders can do this because they are wild magic
102Annabel kills this person with a broken Mortal Sword
103The tapestry in Robert’s office is ‘The Battle of the _____’

1 Jessamine only likes talking to this person
2 The first ever portal on goes to this city
3 This Silent Brother checked Magnus after he collapsed
4 Chapter 21 title
5 Riders of Mannan are older than the ______
8 Jessamine did not appreciate being compared to this person
9 First person Annabel kills with the Mortal Sword
11 Magnus has dreams about a city drowned in this
12 UnSeelie King set Mannan’s Seven to get this
13 Ty left a letter for this person inside a statue
14 Chapter 22 title
17 Chapter 28 title
18 Robert Lightwood’s parabatai
19 Annabel will only talk with this person
20 Piskies say that Annabel is in this church
21 Helen and Aline came from this location
23 Bridget says Ty can keep one of these books
25 Julian asked Emma to help him draw this rune
27 Diego takes Kieran here to get away from the Cohort
28 Diana’s birth first name
31 Annabel knows the UnSeelie King’s ______
32 Gwyn says Diana is the ______ woman to ever set foot on this earth
35 Julian tells Annabel he will help her get this
36 Chapter 26 title
37 Annabel’s middle name
38 Chapter 25 title
40 Had caused the scars on Kieran
44 Mark conjured a ______ of Gwyn to ask for help in trying to find Ty, Kit, and
Livvy
45 Magnus tells Julian to tell the _____ everything
47 A Shadowhunter must hold this in order to become head of an institute
48 Annabel is forced to testify with this
53 Diego’s engagement is fake so Zara could think she was becoming this
54 Knows everything, and might be run by warlocks
56 ‘Emma’ means this
57 Was the Inquisitor who tortured Annabel
60 Zara compares Annabel to this group of people
61 Diana came back to Idris because of this
62 Ty uses these less when Kit is around
63 Eochaid said he knew Kit’s _____
64 Emma says Magnus is getting more and more like a young-hot looking _______
67 Kieran sends Mark ____s to try and get Mark to admit the truth to himself
69 Emma would need permission to enter this place if she was in exile
71 Jamie left a gold _____ for Dru
74 Dru brought this kind of food to Jamie
76 Jamie is working to find out how this works
79 Kieran says Julian has a ______ heart
80 Dru likes to hide so she doesn’t have to do this
81 The Riders cannot go into the cottage because of these
83 This many ravens must always guard the Tower of London
84 The Mortal Sword is not only an instrument of justice, but also a _______
85 When the clock chimes it is said the gates of _____ open up
92 Rafe and Max are with this person during the Council meeting
94 Erec tells Kieran to ____ Cristina
97 Chapter 24 title
101 Kieran would have to give up ___ to be the UnSeelie King

